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“We Will Hold Our Land:” The Cherokee People in Postrevolutionary North America, 1781-1792

In June of 1783, Spain’s newly-appointed Governor of Louisiana Estevan Miro convened a conference of southeastern Indians in Pensacola with representatives from the dominant regional Amerindian groups, including the Choctaw, Chickasaw, and Creeks in attendance. Among the attendees at the West Florida congress was a small contingent of Chickamauga Cherokee, led by their principal chief Dragging Canoe. During the parley, Governor Miro implored the Indians to “not be afraid of the Americans,” promised to provide guns and ammunition in their ongoing efforts to prevent the further loss of their lands, and urged them to “continue to fight against American” westerners.1 Two years later, Upper Creek chief Alexander McGillivray presented Spain’s Governor of West Florida, Arturo O’Neill, a memorial “for the Chiefs of the Creek, Chickasaw, and Cherokee Nations” requesting that Spain “object to… any title land claims or demands the American Congress may set up against our lands.” The métis mico also pleaded with “His most Gracious Catholic Majesty the King of Spain” to offer “his assurances of protection to us, our respective properties, and Hunting Grounds.”2 In May 1789, “the Kings and Chiefs of the Cherokee Nation” sent another memorial to “His Majesty George the Third of Great Britain” lamenting their shared defeat during the American Revolution and expressing hope “that the day is not far off when we shall see our [British] Fathers and take them by the hand.” The memorial’s signatories expressed their anger at Britain’s abandonment of their southern Indian allies (“left us like children”) to the Americans who “everyday… remove our lives and take our land.” The Cherokee leaders

stated that they had met with Britain’s northern Indian allies (probably Shawnee) and that they had pledged their support in their war against the Americans. The chiefs closed their memorial by begging the British monarch to “send some of your Warriors to direct us in our wars” as the Cherokee had “lifted the hatchet to destroy those who were against you” during the Revolution. Finally, in a May 1789 report from United States Secretary of War Henry Knox to President George Washington, Knox informed Washington that “the Cherokee have taken refuge from the violence of the frontier people of North Carolina within the limits of the Creeks” and that the Spanish “endeavor to form and cement [a confederacy] of Southern Indians” to serve as an “impassable barrier” to America’s western advance.4

These four historical vignettes offer a sense of the complexity and sophistication of the Cherokee strategy for dealing with their new postrevolutionary geopolitical reality on the southern frontier. From the myriad of diplomatic interactions to the formation of powerful and effective pan-Indian alliances, the Cherokee people relied upon a multi-dimensional approach in their efforts to maintain their political, socioeconomic, and territorial sovereignty amidst the threats posed by American western encroachment, speculative land pressure, and unrelenting extermination efforts. This presentation offers a window into the Cherokee world during a particularly transformative and precarious decade for the native communities. The period between the signing of the Treaty of Long Island (on the Holston River) in 1781 to the death of Chickamauga resistance leader Dragging Canoe and the replacement of Estevan Miro as Governor of Louisiana with Francisco Luis Hector (The Baron of Carondelet) in 1792 marked a period of both intense violence and far-reaching diplomacy for the Cherokee people. It was also a transitional decade between the protracted Indian warfare that dominated the second half of the 18th century and the so-called “civilization efforts” that preceded Indian removal in the 1830s. Despite ultimately being beaten into submission in 1794 and forced to accept the authority of the United States

---

3 Kings and Chiefs of the Cherokee Nation to George III, 6 May 1789, Cherokee Documents in Foreign Archives, Western Carolina University, Cullowhee, NC.
under the Treaty of Tellico Blockhouse, the effectiveness of the Cherokee’s postrevolutionary stratagem placed the tribe at the epicenter of the contest to control the southern backcountry and compelled the region’s Euroamerican and Indian competitors to accept the Cherokee as key players in the unfolding regional struggle.

As the guns fell silent across the southern frontier at the end of the American Revolution, the Cherokee people confronted the harsh reality of the devastation wrought by their participation in decades of Euroamerican colonial warfare. Revolutionary wartime raids on Cherokee towns by American military forces resulted in the burning of nearly all of the tribe’s communities and farmland and crippled the tribe’s economy by disrupting the fur trade, killing cattle and horses, and obliterating orchards. In addition to the ravages of war, smallpox epidemics in 1780 and 1783, decades of coerced land cessions, the death of talented leading men (like Oconostota), and the political fragmentation of the remaining tribal leaders (more on this in a moment), had, in the words of ethnographer James Mooney, “reduced [the Cherokee] to the lowest level of misery, almost indeed to the verge of extinction.”

As the Cherokee plotted a course that they hoped would restore their communities, lost territory, market economy, and political stability, voracious American land speculation and advancing western settlements increasingly threatened the tribe’s territorial sovereignty and position in the trans-Appalachian West. In 1781, Overhill Cherokee leader Old Tassel informed the governor of North Carolina that his citizens “are daily pushing us out of our lands. We have no place to hunt on. Your people built houses within a day’s walk of our towns.” As regional land speculators and commercial farmers enviously eyed Cherokee lands, the defense of their remaining western territory quickly became the

---

dominant consideration driving Cherokee postwar policies. Unsurprisingly, not all Cherokee leaders agreed on the most expedient tactic to accomplish this goal. While the Cherokee people had never really been unified into anything resembling a “nation,” controversial revolutionary-era treaty negotiations and resulting land cessions resulted in further tribal political polarization. Beginning with the infamous Transylvania Purchase by Judge Richard Henderson in 1775 that resulted in the exchange of 20 million acres of Cherokee lands for 12,000 British pounds worth of specie and trade goods, younger Cherokee leaders, led by Dragging Canoe and Bloody Fellow, bristled at the land deal and pledged to fight to restore lost tribal territory and prevent future cessions. In 1777, Dragging Canoe and his followers broke away from the main body of Overhill Cherokee, living in modern-day East Tennessee, and settled on Chickamauga Creek (near modern-day Chattanooga). After several destructive American raids on the Chickamauga towns in 1782 (and the belief the creek was possibly “infested with witches”), Dragging Canoe and his followers emigrated further south down the Tennessee River. By 1783, the Cherokee people had divided themselves into two main clusters of communities, the Upper Towns (on the upper portion of the Tennessee River) and the five Lower Towns. These two town clusters continued to maintain close contact throughout the period, however both groups pursued quite different strategies for dealing with white territorial encroachment and military threats. To quote Cherokee historian William McLoughlin, tribal “factionalism [among the Cherokee was] a creative response to internal pressures.”

---

Perhaps what is most remarkable about the Cherokee’s postrevolutionary program for maintaining their position in the rapidly transforming trans-Appalachian West is the breadth and scope of their diplomatic efforts. The Cherokee maintained a labyrinthine of high level diplomatic contacts with British, Spanish, American, and Upper Creek officials (just to name the most important ones). Through these diplomatic channels, the two primary factions of the Cherokee pressured Euroamerican leaders to come to their aid and rallied regional Indians to join their resistance efforts. A brief survey of postrevolutionary Cherokee diplomacy reveals the extent and effectiveness of these efforts. Beginning with the 1781 peace Treaty of Long Island (on the Holston) that ended Cherokee participation in the American Revolution, Cherokee diplomats cultivated intimate ties to the new American government. Intensifying violence between American westerners and southeastern Indians following the Revolutionary War placed considerable pressure on the new American government to foster peace between the two warring sides. The intersection of postrevolutionary Cherokee military efforts and America’s fiscal woes resulted in the first remotely equitable negotiations between the United States and Cherokee at Hopewell, SC in November of 1785 (the Chickamauga did not attend). The terms of the Treaty of Hopewell were remarkable (reserving western territory for the Cherokee and creating mechanisms to prevent further white encroachment) and reveal the effectiveness of the Cherokee resistance movement. Unfortunately, the American government proved unable (or unwilling) to enforce the provisions agreed upon at Hopewell, but repeated pleas to the US Congress and President Washington by the Upper Towns and the further escalation of Indian attacks on white western settlements by the Lower Towns kept pressure on the American government to attempt to abide by the treaty terms. In June of 1788, Secretary of War Henry Knox warned the US Congress that he believed that America’s failure to enforce the terms of Hopewell would give the Cherokee “good grounds... for waging perpetual war against the citizens of the United States.” In September of 1788, Congress responded to Knox’s warning by passing a resolution to “provide a sufficient number of troops in the
service of the United States... [for] the protection of the Cherokees... and for dispersing all the white inhabitants settled upon or in the vicinity of the hunting grounds, secured by” the Treaty of Hopewell. Responding to continued pleas from the Cherokee for federal intervention, in August of 1790, President Washington issued a proclamation stating his intention to “enforce the Hopewell provisions.” The simultaneous efforts of the Upper Towns, under the leadership of chiefs Old Tassel, Little Turtle, and Hanging Maw, to forge strong diplomatic ties with the US and the Lower Towns, under the leadership of Dragging Canoe and his lieutenants, to utilize targeted attacks on controversial western settlements, like Cumberland, Franklin, and Muscle Shoals, played a critical role in America’s decision to create a federal Indian department in 1786. Indian Agents for the Southern District, like James White and Joseph Martin, quickly emerged as key diplomatic conduits in which the Cherokee and southern tribes negotiated with the American government.8

While the Upper Cherokee Towns relied heavily upon postrevolutionary diplomatic relations with the United States, the Lower Cherokee Towns turned to the Spanish colonial government and their southeastern Indian allies for support. Most historians who have explored the postrevolutionary relationship between Spanish colonial officials in Louisiana and West Florida argue that Spain ignored the Cherokee as Indian allies until 1791, when Governor Carondelet initiated his “grand strategy” to “bring the Cherokee within the Spanish orbit” through arms shipments, trade relations, and diplomatic

support. These historians assert that, under the colonial leadership of Governor Estevan Miro, Spanish officials believed that the Cherokee were too “remote and distant” from Spain’s North American colonies and regarded the tribe “as beyond its sphere of influence.”

A deeper look into the inner workings of Iberian-Amerindian relations challenges this conclusion. What most of these scholars fail to consider is the web of relationships involving Iberian-aligned non-Cherokee southern Indian intermediaries and the Chickamauga Cherokee. It is true that very little direct communication occurred before 1791 between the Cherokee and Spanish colonial officials (Miro confirmed this fact on several occasions); however, Spanish officials relied heavily upon Creek and Chickasaw chiefs to serve as intermediaries between Spain and the Cherokee.

Between 1783 and 1784, Chickamauga leaders attended several meetings with Estevan Miro and then Governor of West Florida Bernardo de Galvez in the Spanish-controlled cities of Pensacola and Mobile. During these meetings, Cherokee and Spanish diplomats hammered out the details of political, military, and economic alliances. During those same years, Spain constructed at least one trading post in Cherokee country on the upper Tennessee River and sent several licensed traders among the Lower Towns. Beginning in 1785, Upper Creek Chief and Spain’s most influential and skilled Indian ally, Alexander McGillivray began to serve as a diplomatic spokesman and “go-between” for the Lower Towns and Spain. In July of 1785, McGillivray “orchestrated a general council” in which “his friends among the Chickasaw and Cherokee” produced a memorial to

---
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Spain’s monarch Carlos III asking for his help dealing with the Americans. In May of 1786, Miro informed Francisco Cruzat, Spain’s Commandant at St. Louis, that the “Creek, Cherokee, and Chickasaw...continue firm in their friendship to us.” Perhaps explaining the absence of direct evidence of contact between Spain and the Cherokee, Miro cautioned Cruzat “to observe the greatest secrecy in order not to give the slightest cause of suspicion to our neighbors [Americans], but you should not lose sight for one moment of the necessity of drawing the [Indian] nations more and more to our friendship.” Beginning in 1787, Spanish efforts to maintain the allegiance of the Cherokee expanded as Spanish diplomats began giving “gifts” to tribal leaders. Perhaps the strongest evidence supporting the existence of a close Iberian-Cherokee alliance prior to 1791 are the repeated pleas from America’s western leaders, like John Sevier (Governor of the state of Franklin) and James Robertson (prominent leader of the Cumberland settlements) to intercede on their behalf with the Chickamauga Cherokee in order to halt Indian raids on their settlements. These western leaders clearly believed that Spain had tremendous influence over the actions of the Lower Towns. By the time Carondelet arrived in New Orleans to replace Miro as Governor of Louisiana in 1791, Spanish and Cherokee officials had already opened up diplomatic channels and forged strong military and economic ties between the two parties. From 1792 to 1794, Carondelet simply built upon this preexisting framework to expand Spanish support for the Cherokee war against the Americans.

13 Caughey, McGillivray of the Creeks, 93.
While not as extensive or as entrenched as American and Spanish contacts, the Cherokee also maintained diplomatic relations with Great Britain and France (primarily through trade exchanges and military alliances with British-allied northern Indians). As critical as these Euroamerican relationships were to the Cherokee postrevolutionary strategy, the pan-Indian alliances the tribe established with neighboring Indian groups proved to be equally as essential to Cherokee survival. Without question, the relationship between Alexander McGillivray’s Upper Creeks stood as the Cherokee’s most important diplomatic and military alliance following the Revolution. Alexander McGillivray, the son of Lachlan McGillivray, a successful and well-connected Scottish trader, and Sehoy Marchand, an influential member of the Creek Wind Clan, rapidly ascended through the leadership ranks within the developing Creek Nation in the second half of the 18th century. By the time McGillivray began collaborating with the Cherokee, he had already established connections with some of the most important Euroamerican and Amerindian leaders in North America. Alexander McGillivray’s birth, education, and life experiences forged him into the ideal Cherokee ally, as comfortable brokering contracts with European trade firms (such as Panton, Leslie, & Company out of Pensacola, Florida) as commanding Indian warriors in their shared struggle to resist white encroachment.

McGillivray served as the linchpin connecting the Upper Creeks, Cherokee, and the Spanish. Following the Revolution, the Spanish colonial government, desperate to protect their own imperiled territories in the lower Mississippi River Valley, funneled weapons and ammunition to McGillivray’s Creek resistance movement through the Florida trading firm of Panton, Leslie, and Company. The
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20 Caughey, McGillivray of the Creeks, 22-26, 28-33; Cherokee and Creek Indians (New York: Garland Publishing Inc., 1974), 121-124; Alexander McGillivray to Arturo O’Neill, 10 October 1886, Antonio Valdes to Estevan Miro, 10 April
Spanish hoped to bolster Creek defenses, attract neighboring Indian groups, and ultimately secure the southeastern Indian communities as a buffer to check American western encroachment. After finalizing the logistics during repeated meetings between 1783 and 1785, McGillivray’s Creek warriors, amply supplied by Spain, began joining Chickamauga forces on raids across the southern frontier. In May of 1786, Arturo O’Neill informed Bernardo Galvez that Creek and Cherokee forces “are making the rounds of their Frontiers with the idea of expelling all Americans settled on their lands.” Creek warriors joined Chickamauga war chief Bloody Fellow on raids of the Cumberland River settlements (modern-day Nashville, TN) and “a party of the Creek nation” joined with Chickasaw and Cherokee forces to drive off American settlers near Muscle Shoals (on the contested “bent of the Tennessee River”). Clearly pleased with the pan-Indian attacks, O’Neill informed Galvez that he had “ordered some [additional] powder and balls... be distributed to the Indians.” Throughout the summer and fall of 1786, “bands of Upper Creek and Cherokees patrolled” the southern backcountry attacking settlements in Georgia and North Carolina (including the future states of Tennessee and Kentucky). Despite the efforts of the peace-seeking Upper Town Cherokee chiefs to “restrain their young warriors” and United States Indian Agents to halt the pan-Indian raids, Cherokee and Creek warriors continued their Spanish-supported attacks on western settlements throughout 1787 and 1788 in an effort to “hold [their land] at whatever cost.”


23 Caughey, McGillivray of the Creeks, 125-127 (reprinted letter from O’Neill to the Marquis de Sonora written on August 10, 1786).

While not completely abating, the Indian raids on western settlements slowed toward the end of 1789 as Spanish colonial officials, under considerable pressure from the United States and a weakened colonial economy, began limiting their material support for Indian forces and encouraging the southern tribes to seek peaceful solutions to resolve their territorial disputes. Despite declining Iberian support and to the chagrin of western leaders, Chickamauga and Upper Creek communities retained their close diplomatic and military “Alliance and Amity” and continued to wreak havoc across the southern frontier.  

While relying primarily on Euroamerican and Indian diplomacy and military alliances to advance their postrevolutionary agenda, the Cherokee also embraced additional tactics to preserve their foothold in the southern backcountry. As the once lucrative trade in whitetail deerskins with the British “was shattered after the American Revolution,” the Cherokee attempted to reinvent their tribal economy. Utilizing their connections with Alexander McGillivray’s Upper Creeks and Spain, Cherokee merchants, traders, and hunters opened up new commercial relationships with Spanish-aligned trade firms such as Panton, Leslie, & Company (Pensacola), Daniel Smith (New Orleans), and John McDonald (former Tory trader now working for Spain on the Gulf Coast). Despite the efforts of the Cherokee, by 1794, the fur trade effectively ceased to exist and the tribe had lost most of its hunting grounds. Finally, as diplomatic, military, and economic efforts failed to bring about solutions to the Cherokee’s postrevolutionary problems, many of the tribe’s leading men embraced a tactic that tragically foreshadowed the tribe’s impending trans-Mississippi removal forty years later. Voluntary emigration became a last resort for Cherokee families and communities who were exhausted and terrified by the prolonged period of violence terrorizing their lives. From 1782 until their removal in 1838, small groups


26 Coker and Watson, Indian Traders of the Southeastern Borderlands, 161-162; Whitaker, “Spain and the Cherokee Indians, 1783-1798,” 257; also see the voluminous Panton, Leslie, & Company Papers located at the University of West Florida Special Collections (microfilm); McLoughlin, Cherokees and Missionaries, 11-12.
of Cherokee chose to abandon their 18th century homeland and resettle away from the chaos of the Indian wars. Once again, Spain and the Upper Creeks played critical roles in aiding many of these fleeing refugee Cherokee communities. In 1782, a contingent of Cherokee met with Spanish officials to discuss their possible emigration to Spanish-controlled Louisiana and in 1783 and 1785 Governor Miro gave permission to other groups to settle in the future state of Arkansas (origins of the so-called Arkansas Cherokee).27 As the Chickamauga War against the American western settlements intensified in 1787 and 1788, Cherokee migrations increased. In 1788 after a brutal and misplaced retaliatory raid on the peaceful Cherokee capital of Chota and neighboring Upper Towns by the Franklin militia, most of the residents fled south and settled in the town of Ustanali (east of the Chickamauga towns in Georgia). The migration led to a brief reunification of the Upper and Lower Towns but the resumption of full-scale warfare after 1792 with the Americans once again factionalized the communities. Throughout the remaining years of backcountry warfare (ending in 1794), members of the Cherokee continued to petition Spanish colonial officials to relocate to Spain’s Mississippi Valley communities such as New Orleans, New Madrid, and Natchez.28

Despite the effectiveness of the Cherokee diplomatic, military, and economic tactics at delaying America’s western advance, forging transnational and pan-Indian alliances, and forcing the United States to rethink its southern Indian policies, by 1791, the Cherokee people stood on the precipice of a transformative gulf that would irreparably alter their lives and lifestyle. The first signs of change emerged during a treaty held on the twisting banks of the Holston River in 1791 between Southwest Territorial Governor William Blount (a man the Cherokee called “The Dirt King” for his gluttonous

appetite for their lands) and forty Cherokee leaders representing all of the major towns (including the Lower Towns). Predictably, the Treaty of Holston included another unpopular massive Cherokee land cession that once again redrew the tribe’s territorial boundaries. However, the articles of the treaty contained two provisions that again augured America’s developing Indian policies, the establishment of the nation’s first annuity payments and the first federally-sanctioned “civilization” program. The United State’s reliance upon annual payoffs to prevent an Amerindian backlash and Article #14 of the Holston treaty, calling for “the Cherokee to be led to a greater degree of civilization” by sending farming “implements” and “interpreters” to transform hunters into “cultivators,” both quickly became essential parts of America’s Indian policy.29

Unsurprisingly, the Treaty of Holston did not end backcountry warfare between the Cherokee and American westerners. Despite renewed Spanish support under Louisiana Governor Carondelet and the continuation of the pan-Indian alliance with the Upper Creeks, the rapidly swelling American western population and increasingly effective American raids on southern Indian communities undermined Cherokee efforts to preserve their place in the dynamic trans-Appalachian frontier. Several devastating events signaled that the year 1792 truly stood as the beginning of the end of the Cherokee resistance movement. At the end February of that year, the Chickamauga celebrated several recent native victories over American forces by holding boisterous festivals in all of the Lower Towns. In his hometown Lookout Mountain Town, sixty-year old Dragging Canoe joined his townspeople in the Eagle Tail (or Scalp) Dance. As the aging Chickamauga chief circled and whooped with a feather in his right hand and a recently removed scalp in his left, plans were already in motion for another pan-Indian, Spanish-supported spring offensive against America’s western settlements. The next day, Dragging Canoe was

dead.\textsuperscript{30} That same fall, after months of declining health, Cherokee ally and Upper Creek leader Alexander McGillivray passed away at his home on the Coosa River.\textsuperscript{31} The deaths of the two men instrumental to the forging of the Muscogee-Cherokee alliance signaled a new phase in the Cherokee struggle with the Americans. With renewed Spanish support and a new group of militant (perhaps less diplomatically skilled) leaders, the Cherokee launched a two year offensive on the United States. As with many insurgencies, the final months of warfare proved to be unbelievably destructive. By 1794, the debilitating loss of key tribal leaders and hundreds of irreplaceable warriors, the growing strength of the United States military apparatus, and the abrupt end of Spanish support caused by the Napoleonic Wars forced the Cherokee to sue for peace with the Americans. The November 7 & 8 Treaty of Tellico Blockhouse ended the Cherokee resistance movement forever and the remaining tribal members embarked on the long and tragic path of civilization and ultimately removal.\textsuperscript{32} In the end, despite the efforts of tribal diplomats, military leaders, and warriors, the Cherokee efforts to cling to their territorial and political sovereignty failed, but that does not diminish the remarkable strategy they crafted in their pursuit of freedom.
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